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Forward

The Subcoridtt te on Science, Res ,,- rch and Development of the Corirr1-

on Science and AstronautIcs, House of Representatives, initiated a series

of ,earings on the utilization of Federal laboratories beginning March 26,

1968. The primary question being examined is, "How can we make the best

use of our existing Federal laboratories?"

The Subcoimittee is exploring such issues as how to use or redirect

a laboratory's capabilities when it essentially Its completed 'ts assigned

mission. What policies or procedures foster or hinder an agency of Goverr.-

ment making use of the capabilities existing in a laboratory funded by

another agency? How can, or should, mission-oriented laburatorKJe',, bt-

responsive to national problems -- such as trarcportation, t.ousP, ':

crime -- in which they may nave a capability? To what extent s .oui

laboratory directors have fund. available to respond to new arta,, :'

opportunity, mnd what guidelines are chere to determine I" rew

tories should be created to r,-spond , new missions or if'i ,

handled within exi,,ting Icborato :e . : .

This-. memorand~um cover: the pr'cpurcd statement of' Dr. Porald V.

MacArthur, who represent,,,d the Director of Defense Resea:,rl. a:id E,,w:s, .

int< at tie'use hear:'ings. Also included is a statemeni, by Mr. Paddar-u,

Cha.iraira of' the Sub onmitee, oi the purpose of tie h4aril..



STATEMENT OF MR. DADDARIO

ON

THE PURPOSE OF HEARINGS*

"Mr. DADDARIO: Mr. Speaker, on Tuesday morning, March 26, the Subcommittee
on Science, Research, and Development of theCommittee on Science and Astronautics
will begin 6 days of hearings on the utilization of Federal laboratories.

"The two decades following World War II have seen a long-term, upward trend
in Federal spending and investment in research and development. Beginning with
$900 million for fiscal year 1947, obligations for research and development are
expected to total $17.8 billion in fiscal year 1969. Daring this same period,
obligations for research and development facilities and fixed equipment increased
from $71.4 million for fiscal year 1947 to a high of almost $1.2 billion in fiscal
year 1963, and the fiscal year 1969 budget request contains $754 million for this
purpose.

"Based upon figures of the National Science Foundation shown in its latest
report on Federal funds for research and development, a total of $11.6 billion
has been obligated for facilities and fixed equipment for fiscal years 1947 through
1968. Moreover, this figure does not include the very real investment in recruit-
ing and training the scientists and engineers who man the laboratories or the cost
for laboratory maintenance and repair, so that our total investment to date in
Federal laboratories is actually substantially more than $11.6 billion.

"I believe the time has come when the scientific and technical needs of new
programs or new agencies should not be filled simply by building and staffIng
more and more laboratories. We must realize that our resources assignable to
science and technology are not infinite, and that they must be kept within respect-
able limits. Yet within these limits, we must still accommodate the new demands
for research and development. Problems of environmental pollution, crime control,
transportation, and education all depend heavily upon advances in science and
technology.

'We have come to the point where Congress must seriously inquire into the
alternatives to building new laboratories. We must discover how we can br st
use our ex iting competence, and how Federal laboratories--whether Governmen
or contractor operated--can be more responsive to the problems facing our Gov-
ernment.

"Questions concerning the use of our laboratories are going to be with us
for some time. But we are entering a new phase of the relationship between
science, technology, and Government, and these questions must be faced.

"Beginninig on March 26 the Subcommittee on 3cience, Research, and Develop-

ment plans to receive testimony from the President's Office of Science and
Technolog ,, from laboratory directors, from agencies that have large labora-
tories, and from some of the newer agencies with research and development needs
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We expect also to explore how Federal laboratories can be more responsive to
the needs of law enforcement officials.

"A -re !p- r1 'a AP *o understand the causes of crime and the

effects of variouz deterrents, and I hope the subcommittee will be able to go
into this behavioral science aspect of crime later in the session. In the
meantLme, however, these hearings will concentrate on applying our capabilities
in the physical sciences to crime prevention and control.

For e;ampie, the President's Crime Commission identified computer tech-
nology and systems analysis as one rf the most promising and important areas,
and. it would appear that the capabilities inherent in our space and defense
progremzs wou'd have direct application. Similarly, transfers of technology
would be apparent in the fields of communications and fingerprint identifica-
tions. More importantly perhaps, Federal laboratorles could provide the bridge
between police reeds and existing technology by , .,viding testing and evalua-
tion services which an independent police force may be unable to accomplish.

"In general thDen, the principal issue that the subcommittee plans to
discuss during these hearings is how can we make the best use of our existing
Federal labcratories? We expect to go into such issues as how to use or re-
direct a laboratory's capabilities when it essentially has completed its
assigned mission. What policies or procedures foster or hinder one agency
of government making use of the capabilities existing in a laboratoi funded
by another agency? How can, or should, mission-oriented laboratories be
responsive to national problems--such as transportation, housing, or ,rine--
in which they may nave a capability? To what extent snould laboratory dir'e' ur:

have funds available to respond to new areas of opportunity, and wha: guideiiir,
are there to determioe if new laboratories should be created to respond *o new
missions .r if the 'lob can )e handled witnin existing laboratories?"'



EFFECTIVE USE OF FEDERAL LABORATORIES

STATEMENT OF DR. DONALD M. MacARTHUR, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY,
c5FICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE,
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND ASTRONAUTICS.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee:

Your hearings on the effective use of Federal laboratories are both timely
and pertinent to the interests of the Department of Defense. It is an irportant
question with which we have been concerned for some time. Today I would like to
review for you some of the experiences of the Department of Defense and some of

the lessons we think we have learned with respect to the questions which you are

addressing.

Characteristics of Defense Laboratories:

As you know, the Department of Defense has an annual RDT&E budget of

about $8 billion. We employ about 60% of the civil service engineers and 35%
of the civil service scientists in the Federal service. Thus, I believe that
our experience in the management of R&D activities will be of some value in
your discussions and deliberations.

We have 79 laboratories. In addition, there are 43 test and evaluation
activities which are concerned with the evaluation of developed equipment, The

FY 67 RDT&E obligations for these laboratories were $1.9 billion of which $0.9
billion (47.4%) was for actual in-house work as opposed to contract work. These
laboratories employ about 72,000 people, of which 25,000 are scientists and engi-
neers,. Our investment in laboratory physical plant and equipment is about $2.2
billion based upon acquisition costs.

As you can see, this is quite an investment and we are quite anxious to
see that it is managed Judiciously and effectively and utilized in an optimum
manner. This was a major reason for establishing our Office of Laboratory
Management in 1965 which I will discuss later. In some respects, we have
addressed many of the same questions (but on a smaller scale) which are before
this Committee, in order to assure that the capability of all of our labora-
tories are available for the highest priority needs of the three Military
Departments and the six Defense Agencies.

I am not sure that we can examine laboratories in a meaningful way
unle.;,; we place them in proper perspective, with respect to the other tVour
Lypes o' perfomnei%; we depend upon in the DoD to accomplijh our mission.
Our laboratorieo repre,;ent about 12% of our obligations: industrial firms,
6 'i4; college ; 'irid ,n ver' tieu, ; non-pr'ofit organizations, 5%; and Federal
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Contract Research Centers, 3%. Each of these organizational types has a
relatively unique, although not mutually exclusive, role to play in satisfy-
ing DoD requirements.

We heve often asked ourselves the question, "Why do we need in-house
laboratories?" Among the evident reasons underlying their need are:

1. The maintenance of national competence during peacetime, as
well as times of conlfict, in those areas of technology peculiar to military
needs.

2. The necessity for maintaining a continuity of effort, free
from commercial pressures and directed toward the conception and evolution
of advanced weapon systems.

3. The need for competent in-house skills that can direct, monitor
and assess the performance of DoD contractors.

4. The requirement of having available to the Military Services a
fast-reaction capability to solve critical, immediate problems that arise in
connection with existing operational weapon systems, or when unexpected combat
situations are encountered such as that currently existing in Southeast Asia.

DoD Actions to Improve the Effectiveness of Laboratories:

Many of the others who have, testified before this Subcommittee have
highlighted many of the administrative problems of Federal Laboratories. We
have had our share of them also.

During the past two years we have had a concerted effort under way
to improve the effectiveness of our in-house laboratories. The problems
of our laboratories as we saw them when we started this effort can be stated
rather simply:

1. Many laboratories have not been as heavily involved as tf.ey
should be in the over-all weapon planning process and in urgent military
problems.

2. In many cases the laboratory structure was too fragmented to
take on meaningful programs in an integrated way.

3 They did not possess tne administrative flexibility to 0,:0po.d
rapidly to changing needs, the changing state of technology and changin na' ,rf.-
of new tasks.

What are the rudiments of our strategy for dealing with there qu1#:' Lo<.'

We have attacked these problems, quite successfully I might add, by:

a. Assigning important military missions and weapon pha!.-
ning responsibilities to major lahoratorles.
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b. We are taking some steps and planning orders to re-

structure fragmented organizations into more cohesive
structures and centers with more meaningful missions.

c. We have identified a numbe, of administrative problems
which inhibit the effectiveness of Defense laboratories
and have worked hard to develop solutions for them.

I would like to insert for the record, as Tab A, more detailed infonma-

tion on the steps we have taken or which are under way.

We are very encouraged over the progress we have made on a number of

long-standing problems. This task has to be a continuing process of appraisal
and action as there really is no finite solution. We hope to continue our rate

of improvement and to be able to adjust to our changing patterns and needs.
Otherwise we will retrogress.

A great deal of our energy is involved in the management of Defense
activities in support of our three Military Departments and the Defense Agen-
cies. There is a continual ebb and flow of new goals and requirements similar

to that fcr the total Federal establishment. We have been involved for some
time with the same basic questions with which you are concerned. Are we usIng

the Laboratory capacity we have without regard to Service loyalties? What

patterns of growth should we permit or foster? How much should we perform in-
house? On contract? How should the laboratories be structured? What should
their relationships be within their parent Service? To other Services or Defense

Agencies? I know that we have been able to develop many useful answers to these
types of questions, but I will be the first to admit that we don't have all of
the answers.

Within the DoD we have many examples of a laboratory performing functions

for other Services. Here are but a few of a great many examples. The Army'-

Natick Laboratory has the R&D responsibilities for food development for the 2avy
and Air Force. The Army's Harry Diamond Laboratory is providing the fuzing fi!d
arming for the Navy's Poseidon missile. The Air Force's Materials Laborato..

has provided the thermal coatings for the Navy's Transit Satellite. The Arny's
Frankford Arsenal develops for the Air Force actuating devices for such applica-

tions as ejection seats.

Some of these arrangements are traditional, some a'e based upon a sea:(ch
by the customer for competence and still others are motivnted by the policy

levels within the Services. We, within ODDR&E, also play an important role .n
this respect. We manage the Defense RDT&E program which determines to a grea*
degree the financial support of laboratories. Financial (eontrol provides im-
portant leverage in placing corporate policies into effe- . We are also in
the mainstrea of decision-making with respect to capital investments, such a:
military construction. Facilities are the life blood of oxpanding laboratorl .:

and control over them determines a laboratory's destiny. Through authority : ich
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as this, we can influence the nature of our laboratory system, the characteristics
of individual laboratories and centers and the interaction of theme organizations
with other Defense organizations.

Last year we closed three laboratories and consolidated four others. These
actions are part of a continual appraisal of our laboratory system in terms of the
changing pattern of Defense needs. Although we have moved out aggressively in try-
ing to fashion a viable laboratory system, there are some negative aspects also
which have caused us some concern and difficulties. For example, sever"al of our
attempts to consolidate fragmented activities required movement of people to dif-
ferent geographical locations. We have learned that many people develop deep root*
and will not move with their functions. As a result, the DoD has lost some im-
portant expertise. In one case not a single professional moved when his laboratory
component was moved. On the average about 50 - 60% of the professionals prefcr to
remain in their current locale. We try to take personnel factors such as this into
account in our decision-making regarding consolidations.

Support on Non-Defense Agencies:

The performance of work on a reimbursable basis has been rather significant
within the DoD both among the Services, as I indicated earlier, and particularly
with the AEC and NASA. We interact continually with other Government agencies both
on a reimbursible and a non-reimbursible basis.

For example, the AEC program includes $849 million for military applica-
tions to support our nuclear weapons and Naval reactors programs, which repre-
sents 35.1% of their total budget. AEC laboratories are involved in many of our
conventional weapon programs in such fields as explosives research and aspects
of personnel armor development. We have had many Defense personnel actively work-
ing in AEC facilities and there are many interactions between the Special Weapons
Center and the Weapons Laboratory of the Air Force with the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory and Sandia Corporation, which are located nearby.

We are closely allied with NASA in many aspects of their space and aircraft
programs and use each other's talent and unique facilities quite freely. Our
national ranges have NASA as a principal customer. They use our unique faclilities
at Tullahoma and they perform a great deal of research in aerodynamics, structure. .

and propulsion at NASA Centers, which is directly utilized by DoD. A number of
our systems and sub-systems have been adopted by NASA in connection with their
launch vehicles and they have developed a number of critical components for our
MOL program. We performed services in FY 67 for NASA estimated at $400 milljon.

I would like to submit for the record a few examples of programs carriied
out by our laboratories for agencies other than NASA and AEC.

How do Agencies get together on programs? Like most areas of government
activity it depends on aggressive individuals who know their problem and where
to go for help. Our Jcb is to let other agencies know what capabilities we itvf,,
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As an example we publish an annual report which summarizes information on each
of our "In-House RDT&E activities". These are distributed through the Federal
Council on Science and Technology, DDC and the Commerce Clearing House to other
Agencies. Also each of the Services has developed a "Technical Facility Capa-
bility File". These rssist the people with a problem in locating technical
expertise, suitable facilities and major equipment within DoD. I would venture
to say that any individual looking for special capabilities in DoD could locate
them with a minimum of two or three telephone calls.

I recognize the Committee is interested in National Policies for Use of
Federal Laboratories. We feel that we have a permissive environment with
respect to the reimbursible use of other agencies' laboratories, and vice
versa. We have just reviewed the pertinent laws, executive orders and other
statements of policies and procedures which we believe represent our guidelines
in the full and effective use of Federal laboratories. I would like to insert
this review into the record.

The existing laws and executive instruments are quite permissive and
encourage the full utilization of existing facilities and Federal laboratories.
The so-called Economy Act of 1932 appears to be keystone legislation in this
respect. Executive Order 10521 is also quite pertinent to the efficient use
of Federal equipment and facilities. In addition, there exists frequently
general authorization for cooperation between a specific agency and all other
agencies. Such is the case with NASA, AEC, FAA and the National Bureau of
Standards.

There appear to be some constraints, however, resulting from a deci-
sion of the Comptroller General in 1954 concerning the addition of new plant
and equipment to accommodate interagency ser Lces. While I don't believe this
has affected us seriously, it could be somewhat of a deterrent. This question
should be examined further.

Interagency Transfer of Laboratories and Programs:

We have probably had as much or more experience than most agencies in
the interagency transfer of laboratories and programs. I can recall two cases
which are quite well known and from which we can gain some insig'it. A his-
torical case in point is the transfer of fuze R&D from the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) to the Department of Defense in 1953.

During and after the end of World War II, NBS performed the R&D on
proximity fuzes under the sponsorship of the Military Departments. NBS
initiated action to have their Ordnance Division transferred due to the in-
creasing magnitude of ordnance work being performed by the NBS, coupled with
the apprehension that "the concurrent growth in applied engineering work might
detract from the Bureau's main function in the broad areas of standards and
standardization". These were considered compelling reasons for transferring
the activity to the Department of Defense. This resulted in the creation of
the Army's Harry Diamond Laboratory. Thus, we must always be concerned with
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the balance of agency assignments and outside assignment in a given laboratory
because the focus of a laboratory cannot be blurred if it is to remain a viable
and productive organization.

On the other hand, there are also instances where a laboratory could
be transferred from one agency to another when the laboratory mission is no
longer considered vital or when a new agency requires a rapid capability to
satisfy a new national goal. A case in point is the space program.

The Space Act was signed into law on July 29, 1958 and thus NASA was
created. The DoD transferred Project Vanguard from ONR to NASA on October 1,
1958 and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, on December 3, 1958. On October 21,
1959 President Eisenhower approved a plan submitted by Secretary of Defense
McElroy and T. Keith Glennan, Administrator of NASA, to have part of the Arry
Ballistic Missile Agency transferred to NASA.

These two examples certainly represent two of a number of options
available to us in assuring the full utilization of laboratories. Some con-

z'deration should also be given to a different way of handling the phasing
down or closure of a Federal laboratory. When a laboratory has lost its
purpose or the priority of its work has diminished or disappeared, we should
offer to transfer it to another agency or at least consider assigning to it
other agency work if it has retained the required level of quality. I know
that some people would have reservations about a step. Their approach would
be to close it down because once the laboratory has lost its purpose, it gen-
erally loses its best people first. Something can be said on both sides.
There is really no magic formula. I believe one must examine this question
on a case-by-case basis.

Transfer of Technology:

I also believe that we have a moral, if not a legal responsibility,
to assure to the degree possible the transfer of defense developed tech-
nology to other agencies and to new programs.

Of course, one of the best technology transfer agents we have is
people. Although there are a number of major technology transfer programs
within the Government, one of the simplest approaches is to motivate the
mobility of people. In fact, I can cite a number of cases to illustrate my
point.

Dr. E. M. Reilley, the Assistant Director for Research in my office,
left us recently to become the Director of Research and Development of the
Post Office Department. He brings to that position all of his background
in solid state and nuclear physics, computer technology, electronics and
R&D management which he developed both at Ft. Monmouth and in OSD. What is
almost as important is that he knows the on-going programs of the DoD and
knows the laboratories and the people who can provide knowledge and Inplits
to important Post Office Department R&D problems.
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Ir a similar vein, Mr. T. F. Rogers, the former Deputy Director of
Electronics and Information Systems in OSD has taken the position of Director
of Research and Planning in HUD. His experience at the Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratory, Lincoln Laboratory and in OSD will provide HUD the
benefit of a great deal of available technology and methodology which will
be directly applicable to the technical solution of urban development problems.

I also know of many other cases of transfers of people at the labora-
tory level from Defense to other agencies in which they have assisted in the
exploitation of Defense developed technology.

Such situations are not limited solely to Government personnel. Con-
tractors of the DoD, industry, non-profits and universities are excellent
sources of expertise and performance for new agencies and new programs also.
A number of our Federal Contract Research Centers are being used by civilian
agencies to help define some of their problems. Many aerospace companies are
actively planning or performing programs utilizing their Defense systems and
technology background for HEW, HUD, DOT, OEO, etc. Others are working in the
field of oceanography in support of Commerce and Interior needs, applying tech-
nology and know-how derived from Defense supported programs.

Such technology transfer mechanisms far transcend technology transfer
through Information Centers. As was mentioned last year in DoD testimony
before the Subcommittee on Science and Technology of the Senate's Select
Committee on Small Business, there is a high degree of mobility from Defense
connected industry to non-defense organizations. Our estimate is that this
approaches 10,000 scientists and engineers each year. I believe that newer

agencies can, with the proper motivation and judicious actions, take full
advantage of these natural dynamics in the technical work force and even
influence them more in the direction of their more urgent needs.

Personnel Ceilings - A Major Deterrent:

Probably the most serious deterrent to interagency work in R&D is
the current system of personnel ceilings. Personnel ceilings limit the
flexibility available to Federal laboratories. I believe that the elimina-
tion of manpower ceilings for cross-agency work would motivate a much greater
utility of existing laboratory capabilities and would be a major step forward
in achieving the objectives of this Subcommittee. I would only establish
financial controls but at the same time would insist upon a meaningful after-
the-fact appraisal. I also believe that others are opposed to this concept
because they feel that growth would be excessive and the laboratory would
lose its focus towards their prime mission. But I believe that growth
would be minimal.

Guidelines for Interagency Support:

I believe in the long run if you (as an Agency) need an R&D capability,
to be most effective you have to do some of it yourself--you cannot solely rely

on other government agencies.
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Myreasons are:

()You need people w'-o have your 'nterests and priorities.

(2) You need people whom you --an directly control.

()You need peoplie who are worki.ng -in, Jus-. not watching, .he tec.njoij
in area- you need.

(4~) You need people wno can couple R&D-, results to your mission.

'when a __ency begins no att.ack a major na-onal polm n *wn

to build the necessary R&D capability, it is probably necessary for it to depend
primarily on ot-her agenci'es and private contractors for a few years.

But I cannot overemphasize the fact that we must exercise cons iderable
care in assigning non agency nizlssions to existing labs. In our review of our
own, DoD 'Labs, we found generally that those which tried "to cover the wate-
front"~ were Lwch less nroducti.ve and of lower quality than tho-se whic!,h were
focused toward a well-defined meaningful agency problem. A key obj"ective for
our new weapon centers is a 5pecifically definred, challenging mission. The
question of balance for any single laboratory must. be a decision sharea I vy b ot'h
the laboratory director and his management agency. I really don't t_-ink we
should attempt to set an arbitrary figure or a range. Each laboratory;arco
must examine his own local situation to determIne the level of ;ffor-, he car-

perform for other agencies using lo cal criteria to make th1-is dec'sn'On.I In general for bury produotive laborat ories with cl'ear cu- m's~os T

would say the following principle applies t o .Int.eragency Lab Support : r:e
gr-eater the match, betwee:, -,.e actual ~e"_~twork -.hat needs , -,o be perf'.r.nec
and the performer's on-goi:.g programs, the more the laboratory car. ass14m,,,,a-,e
Dr. McLear's example of his work for the Bureau of Fisheries or. sonar gntre
for schools of fish illustrates this point. For such cases, laboratoriesmit
be able to absorb 15-20*.

In 3pecialized test facilit -_es--like cL.Mputer centLers or wind t-unnels-
the percentage could be much hi gher depending on the capacity of the fac 1

On the other hand, we must reogFni 1Z e t hat each agency will nave some labs *z a
are higiily specializea; :,Dr -. e,-e, as much as a IO0 d.ivers ifiLca' lon rrioz~' V,
unwise or' evien impossible.

In summary, T bei"ee *'hat it' 'h.e ...ot 1va* 1on and iieed are e Pe, pp
will know or find the ca, pabi: 1ities ar1d un iqiie_ fac,: 1i*t les and ,omipe, er'e
Federal labora 4oi1 ies. We crinyencourage j*thers *- us any o!' ow'r aiva
able capab iliity. The co-sringof' major program,, sf ouid be uc
very carefully in advance, ijowever, so that the primary mis:sion o!' a Labor-a,. w
is niot so diluted that performance for ed'her .heir parent agency or i *'a' u<

or both is not, degraded. *, 'ia o toll>r s;Y-Ienm !r c0! rir fuj' ,no9

and manpower ce ilings are , inj ie ed o f c i i c alI rev iew 1 1 wt, ari e ' o ia kte up, i.,
use of our in- iouse Capacity.



There are a r*.=zber of advantages in using existing Federal laboratories
Instead of establishing new ones: (1) avoilance of unnecessary duplication; (2)
over-all reduction -in costs; and (3) the ready availability of expertise. Tnere
are a numnber of disadvantages also; (1) dilution of laboratory mission; (2) tne
lack of close coupling between t' z performing laboratory and the customer agency;
and (3) the resultant lack of R&D continuity and experience in the new agency or
program. The trade-off among considerations such as these must be weighed care-
fully In determining the most appropriate course of action to be taken.

The Office of Laboratory Management:

The progress we have made in the improvement in the effectiveness of our
in-house laboratories sterns from four factors. A continual interest of the t;hree
Directors of' Defense Research and Engineering (York, Brown and Foster) in the
health of laboratories; the sustained recognition of the importance of laboratorieEs
by the Secretary of Defense over the last several years; the support of the past
two Directors of the Office of Science and Technology; and finally, the establish-
ment of an Office of Laboratory Management within the Office of the Director of
D-efense Research and Engineering.

Within the Services, the establishment of the positions of "Directo- of
Lboratories" (DOL) has been an important step in improving the quality of our

laboratories and in bringing the laboratories into much closer interface with
the policy levels.

! would. like to insert In the record a brief review of the origins,
present functions and some past accomplishmer.:-s of the Office of Laboratory
Management. Mr. E. M. Glas5, the Assistant Director for Laboratory Manage-
maent, who is with me, will be pleased to answer any questions the Subcorunittzee
is interested in asking him concerning his functions and activities.

The Office of Laboratory Management is the organizational arm of DDR&E
withi respect to in-house laboratories. Its primary purpose is to assasl, thce
Director of Defense Research and Engineering in the planning and the ex~.cutijn
of' a positive program which assures that the Defense laboratories of the future
play key roles in shaping, carrying out, and administering the complex Rl'T&.F
programs upon which our Defense posture depends so heavily. This office aic
the focal point of the DoD laboratories and has been heavily involved in inos+
of the issues I have discussed today.

Thank you..
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TAB A

DoD Actions to Improve the Effectiveness

of Defense Laboratories

We have established new weapon centers with clear and broad responsi-

bilities over a number of .ilitary problems and functional areas. These

centers and major laboratories have been given important assigrments in

threat analysis and development of requirements; planning for future weapon:;

assessment of vulnerability of proposed major systems; and important roles

in the research and development cycle. Thus the in-house laboratories are

beginning to emerge not only as an R&D performer, but an important source o:

technical judgments and advice to the top level planners and decisiorn mLikers.

Here are several examples:

Underseas Warfare Center - Created from NOTS (Pasadena) and euemun.*

of the Naval Electronics Laborator , NOTS (China Lake) and an ASW Analys i:

Group at NOL (White Oak). This Center will be responsible for the ov I , I

ASW systems analyses, hardware development for surface system,,, sy.tem

integration of air, surface ana sub-surface systems and fleet engineerig

support. Because of the importance of this area, we are provHdi~fl r 1' "r,

centers devoted to ASW and associated weaponry. The Naval Aif- Dev-isip,-,t

Center (Johnsville) has been given responsibility for hardware icveopne.

of airborne ASW sys ems. We intend to combine organization bvLy *,he Ntiv i

Underwater Weapons Research and Engineering Station, Newport, Riode I. hL_,

with the Naval Underwater Sound Laboratory, New London, Coniek' icf , :

a new center for the development of sub-surface system:. In thir 'air

the major ASW systems and hardware responsibilities wll -e foriu:ed *!.rft

principal Navy centers,



Ships R&D Center - The David Taylor Model Basin Marine Engineering

Laboratory and the Mine Defense Laboratory have been combined organiza'lion-

ally to create a ships' R&D center. It is responsible for advanced ships

concepts, high speed ships, deep ocean vehicles from research to project

formulation.

A number of fragmented activities involved in similar technc.ogies

have been combined into more viable arrengements. For example, an Army

Materials and Mechanics Research Center is being created from ele~ments of

eight RD&E activities. The Secretary has approved a long-range program

to consolidate ten of the Army's medical laboratories into three major

medical centers.

There are always difficult administrative problems in any l jrge

organization. We believed, however, that we had more than our fair Ohare

of them. I have always felt that if we could provide the 'ne

our Defense laboratories with the same degree of flexibility asK; pa.. ilb1

in the high technology orga,.izations in the private sector, we could ..hicv

an immediate and substantial improvement in effectiv, ess tnd uu.pu. Wi th

this model as our goal, we have identified a number of udmir. iv{ p'!-L--

lems and have worked hard to de. Jop solutionLs for them. A laroze .Unbti'"

of the problems have either oeen solveA r we have implemen'.ei A irit-

phased solution for them. We have also made a major denr Li .h,, 'v,

ones. The problems rur the entire spe,.r, from re 'ru?:*en'

ment and training, persoinnel mt_.lity, compensaJlsn, to jQ i.X!-''

marginal employee. We have had a great deai o exceilen* asfoi::

the Civil Service Commission in coming to grips with th;e rotli:%.
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In dddition, we have been concerned with such non-personnel problems

as facility modifiation, suppcrt services, procurement, supply and labora-

tory maintenance. For example, greater authority has been given to Labora-

tory Directors in the reprogramming of funds and personnel to adust to

changing work situations. Techniques have been developed to foster greater

mobility of people ariong technical organizations to bring the best talent to

the problems as they arise., Career development programs have beer, tailo'ed

to meet the specific needs of scientists and engineers.



TAB B

Some Examples of Inter-Agency Cooperation

Army

NIH and the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research jointly staff

in Panama the Middle American Research Activity and carry on joint

programs in indigenous diseases. The Postal Department uniforms are

designed by Natick together with the research work in the textiles used

in these uniforms. The Army has joint programs with the Department

of Agriculture on insecticides and also joint programs between Civil

Defense and Agriculture in fires and control of fires. There are also

programs between AEC, Commerce and DcD in the area of irradiation

of food. There are many, many civil work programs conducted by the

Army Corps of Engineers for other agencies.

Navy

A number of surveys are conducted at Point Barrow by the Navy

for otner agencies. This is part of an Office of Naval Research (O)NtR)

program:

Agency Project

U. S. Geological Survey Gravity Studies

National Science Foundation Snow Studies

U. S, Geological Survey Oil Shale

National Institute of Health Arctic Biology

Federal Aviation Agency Flight Service

Interior Department Polar Bear Survey



Agency roect

National Institute of Health Marine Biological Chemistry

Department of Agriculture Diseases of the Caribou

Public Health Service Zoonotic Diseases

Bureau of Standards Inospheric Studies

Coast and Geodetic Survey Geodetic Managernen, Surveys

Other examples of inter-agency cooperation are listed below:

National Health Institute - Pays ONR to operate the TISSUe ('ultUre

at N'aval Biological Lab at Okiand, (a h.

Interior contributes to an Oceanographic Project of the Navy.

Other types of fund transfers:

Recently ONR transferred money to Geological Survey for

specialized project - Trace An~alysis in Water.

National Bureau of Standards - transfer of funds to NBS tor

various research projiects for ONR.

David Taylor Mo@del Basin - Navy .vorl far Maritime Adminis-

tration, Cecst Guard, private sector, etc. , on reirnbursib~c

basis.

In the shipbuilding business, private industry and (las*,

Guard - exchai.ge of computer aided ship dcsign.

Air Force

Work performed for FAA

The Air Force Materials Laboratory perforTmetd ai hUge fK

in support of the Super- Sornic Transport (SST). arnutit:, I>



The work included such efforts as the following:

Screening test program for evaluation of stress corrosion suscepti-
bility of alloys under consideration £or skin materi als.

Laminating Resins.

High temperature hydraulic fluids.

High temperature seal and sealant materials.

Screening tests and evaluation of lubricants tur propulsion
and secondary power systems.

Performance o' jet engine fuels.

Fatigue behavior of materials.

The Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory redesigned the nose

cone of the total inflight simulator (TIFS) vehicle in support of the SST

program.

The Air Force Aeropropulsion Laboratory:

Carried out an engine component development program in
support f the SST.

Defined a suitable jet fuel specifications for the SST.

:mefined a iet lubricant for the SST.

Investigated crash fire prevention techniques fnr the SSI
inr'iuding development of a high temperature extinguishing

agt: nt.

The Air Porce Weapons Laboratory performed work to dtc-:inf

dose, dose raite and depth, cose patterns cf high altitude radiation innd

its hazard to pilots and passengers.

The Aerom-'dcal Research Laboratory performed studies to

determine in;ury patterns arising from the use of different types of

restraint harnesses.
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Work performed for the Food and Drug Administration:

'ine Aerorredical Research Laboratory performed studies to evaluate

the biological and pathological effects of drugs.

Work performed for the Department of Transportation:

The Aeromedical Research L,,ooratory performed w, ork on an

anthropometric definition of vehicle safety in which the relationship of S17e

and design of passenger compartments affects safety at ;rnpact.

Work performed for the 'National Bureau of Standards

The .-eromedicai Research Laboratory performed dynamic

testing of seat belts.

Work performed for the National Science Foundation(N)

The Air I. rce Cambridge Research Laboratories pa rticipatedi

in a cooperative programi sponsored by the NSF in Project liiiith.

The program .,as concerned wkith hiail storni nwdifi( tion.

I'hi Air Force (amibridge Research Laboratories A .V! Cl

pa rtic ipated in a ccoope rat iv progratni- lor the, Cvr r I i(uInt r -

Am ierican Obse rvato r,, in Ch iic, A F('R 1, undeu t h~ If -nk hn I V. !:

telescopes and the NSF funded the domnes.
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TAB C

National Policies for the Use of Federal

Laboratories

Much of the legislatior. which established the function of Department

of Defense and the Military Departments contains language w.hich either

permits or fosters the use of services of other agencies.

The general authority authorizing agencies to perform work for

another agency is the so-called Economy Act which states 11any executive

department. .. if it is determined by the head of such executive department.

may place orders with any other such departments. .for materials, supplies,

equipment, work, o, services of any kind that ruch requisitioned federal

agency may be in a position to supply or equipped to render .,rd shall

promptly pay. . . the estimated or actual cost thereof as determil-t-d bN

such department. .as may he requisitioned. 1 t.'. r, r(, i )*In

addition, 41 V'. S. (C. 2 1provides all orders or con, racts for or o r

rnater ia' or to r the manuifac ture of material pertaining - apprk&'v pr,-

!iects hvretofo-.re or hereaftvr plac-ed with governmvent-'\1ne'r.t(lAS

nments shail be considered as obligations in the 5a~ .1Tnanr cr is !,rL'v, i

for s itni~a r orde rs or ,cant racts v.,th commerc iai I nruiao t ro rs ,r

prllvate cc'nlracto rs.

Frequently, there ex~ists general author ization *.or 0> d

bet\m een a snecific agencN and all' other agencies. Ko- r e.xam:Ke. \A

by statute inay use the services, equipment, personne. inri :a, i!c

-r a 1 ag rnc is r. 9 ktIh o r -, it ho u, - cim b u rs rer.nI an rW the s ir



basis cooperate with a gencies in the use of services, equipment and

facilities. Each federal agency is also directed to cooperate fully "ith

rNASA. (42 U. S. C. 2473(6)) AEC may utilize services and pe' sonnel of

another agency (42 U. S. C. 2201(f)) and t)'e FAA has s imila r authority

with respect to faciiities, equipment and p3ersonnel of civilian and nlilitary,

agencies. 1k9 U. S. C. 1343). The Natiunal Bureau of Standards is also

directed to cooperae with otucer government agencies in the e stab: shnnent

of standard practices incorporated in codes and specifications. As i-ay

be seen, there is both general and specific authority for intt- rdepa rtIo:W.uvtd

cooperation to conduct research.

As far as executive staten.ents of policy pertaining to the >tz~c

of federal facilitics, Executive Order 10521 as amnended, dlater; r

lQ54 is perhaps the most basic statement Concerning t ,,e fiwt

.ederal equipment and facilities.

'Sec. S. To fac il itate the efl.ci lent 5k As& , 1 1

cqui pmient an~d a uisheld by P edera i agvn

ia) the head of each such agency "t"ge

research shall, to the' extent practicable. en ou r~z

tate the %halring A,.th other Federal agen, ics o: m~r

and .a, 1 ii es ,and,

.i) Vedrral agen-v shal2 nrocurv -", ntk r

:ac.~tes or sc ~entific research purposes on'v ;t~te r :~

#u,.tab~.e steps *0. ascertai.n that the need canr.:o

from existing inven tor-.es or fac i'ities of Its o:-r

and



(c) the Inerdepartmenta] Committee on Scientific Research

and Development shall take necessary steps to ensure that each

Federal agency engaged directly in scientific research is kept

informed of seiected major equipment and facilities -which could

serve the needs of -- ore than one agency. Each Federal agency

possessing such equipment and facilities shall maintain apprj-

priate records to assist c.her agencies in arranging for their

joint use or exchange. "

In addition, Executive Order 10807, as amended, dated March 13, 195Q

creates the Federal Council for Science and Technology which provi-dcs

as a function of the council the consideration of problems and develop-

ment in the fields of science and technology including "to achieve more

effective utilization of scientific and technological resources and

facilities of federal agencies, including the elimination of unnecessary

duplication. '

Finall, the report to the President on Government Contracting

for Research and Development dated April 30, 1962 (The Bell Report)

also prcides a basic statement concerning the role of federal labora-

tories in the conduct of research and development. The Bell Report

has been our most authoritative source of guidance since 1963.
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The ODDR&F Of f - oe of Labor it ry1J1naement

The Cf.fice of Lq*boratory- Management wa5 forzna- Jy einbl:e

Settember of 1965'. The fimctions i'. assune" at --'e ' Le 0.

me;,, we-re Perfo.ited p-rior to that tirle 31n ail at o >~ei1a

Althcough concern fo ,r the quality and of 'Lefeniteof Pefe-Ba

torie; goes bakmanly years, grea-r Imxpetus was wziver:n t-hic- a'

2.91 wenthel~§ bgar ra- i; a h1ard loor)K a, t n-os capabi

Vhen, Mri --ear ecame Seczetaz- o f De fense 4n iu61, he ared

,juestionrs to provIde te basiz for the fu ture posture fte ear',e' ao

Defense. ;tuestioa 9 was: "Advise me ways in which 1.o oro 'r:e ozera-

tL.ons of" the in-house laboratories. -To answer this quc.st__cr an.. ~c d(!Vc,_Zp

solutions t prioblems that. might. ar~se,, a task force was- set -_-p'tr t~

title of "Task 9'

Task 97 visited niany 1&boratoriJ'es, talked to many po i

turned in a report w,,hich was endorsed by Mr. McNamra by hi:'

of 14 October 1961. In this memorandum, he reiterated the mou

in-ho,.s ? labnoratories to furthering the Department of Defense's m

and proposed a wuinb r of positive actions to be taker- by theMii

Denar-zments to upgrade their in-house capabilities. Out of tnchs crc,;n

1. A sensi;ble approach to taking 'full and complete od:up

the PL- 313 provisions and a more rational approach to copnior.n'..

under this authority.

2, The establishment of a Laboratory Director's Fuind fkur w:

Judged by the laboratory director to be of promise or irnporrrinrw;o, wi*.

only after-the-fact review by higher authority.



3. The pinpointing of responsibilities with the Assistunt Secre-

taries (R&D) of the Military Depertments for the health and environment

of the in-house laboratories.

However, other actions recommended were not implemented as .,eadily.

These included: (1) that Department of Defense (DoD) in-house laboraories

would be used as a primary means of carrying our Defense Department prog:_m:;

(2) delegating greater decision-making authority to the laboratory direcor;

(3) solving the many administrative difficulties that prevented 1abori*tu,' c

from being as effective as they should be; and (4) establishing clea" iL .es

of technical management and responsibility for each in-house labora-or'<'.

Just as Task 97 was completing its report, the Bureau of mhe Rudget

began organizing an interdepartmental task force to study the probleri:

government contracting for R&D. This activity, which must be fwnili " '.

most of you, became the first broad Executive Branch Policy on R&D a: v i,

in the history of this country.1/
This "'Bell. Report, superimposed upon the Department, of" ,.

ings, placed even greater emphasis on taking constructive action, in mar~v

areas. In fact, the Bell Report specifically cited thi task for(e' ." v-

ties as an appropriate procedure to follow.

On 30 March 1963, the Director of Defense Research and Engineerirn",

reconstituted "'Task 97" as the "Task 97 Action Group," in recouni' ja:. i:

the fact that strengthening the in-house laboratories "is no!;Iy :i ,

study but one of action." Its concept of operations was to establik; , a

l/ Bureau of the Budget (David E. Bell, Director). Report tufeP j-

dent on Government Contracting for Research and Development, 30 Apri I ')O,
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core of permanent members, generally six, with the responsibility for its

continuing operation. These members were from ODDR&E staff and from the

Office of the Assistant Secretaries (R&D) of the Military Departments.

Additional members, problem-area specialists, were to be added, depend-

ing upon the problem being examined. Also every level of management was

represented in all visits to laboratories so that, as a problem was raised,

we could follow the problem up the chain of command on the spot and cithcr

obtain an immediate solution or find a basis for pinpointing an individual

for action. It also provided a rare opportunity to communicate tire rational-

behind many decisions to the people directly affected--the laboritory per-

sonnel.

The "Task 97 Action Group" dealt with many administrative problems

affecting the creative climate of laboratories. Listed below are several

example of the actions which resulted from the activities of tht Group:

* Important input, based upon specific examples. wa. provide:;

to the Civil Service Commission, and thus had direct influence upon r.any

features of the Salary Reform Act of 1962 and subsequent legislation.

• Some relief was obtained for laboratories in .ecuring foreign

periodicals and scientific equipment vis-a-vis the gold-flow problem.

" Security review of scientific papers was delegated to t he

laboratory level.

New policies relating to air-conditioning equipment for iabu:a-

tories, treating them the same as any other "Lype of technical equipm,-nt, WC:-

established.

There were more favorable interpretations of the Go,rncn.:.
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Employees Training Act, T July 1958, particularly in the restrictions on the

l-year-in-lO rule.

. The need for some relief in the rigid manpower ceilings to

enhance training and career development was dramatized. This is now repre-

sented by central pools of manpcwer spaces and dollars to support technical

training, without hampering laboratory operations.

. Block funding or "core funding" of Air Force laboratories in

Research and Exploratory Development.

Special Assistant for Laboratories

During 1964 it became increasingly apparent that the Task Force

approach to handling "The Laboratory Problem" had about run its course.

A consensus was develop4 ng to the effect that the in-house laboratories

lacked meaningful problems, management stability and prominence, and recogni-

tion, and they also failed to impact at the highest policy levels. While

administrative improvements were valuable and should be pursued diligently,

they were not considered, in themselves, sufficient to make laboratories

effective tools of the organizations they served.

A position of "Special Assistant for Laboratories" was created in ti

Office of the Deputy Director, Research and Technology to assist in plannii,

the future of the DoD laboratories and to develop policies concerning their

operations. The functions for this position were stated in the form of a

series of questions:

1. On what scientific and technical efforts should the Department

of Defense put its greatest effort? Its least?

2. What laboratories are to be expanded or upgraded for the fore-

seeable future?
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3. Are any to be phased out or discontinued?

4. What new laboratories should be created? Or what missions of

existing laboratories should be changed significantly?

5. How should the laboratories be organized?

6. How should laboratories interact with other RDT&E performance

and the decision-making process?

7. What administrative reforms are needed for laboratories?

It is the answers to questions such as these which make it possible to

set priorities, to plan laboratories' expansion and construction on an orderly

basis and to relate them to programs, money, people, workloads and facilities.

As a result of the initial studies recommending new organizational con-

cepts for Defense laboratories, Dr. Brown, then the Director of Defense Research

and Engineering, currently the Secretary of the Air Force, formally established

the Office of Laboratory Management in 1965.

Organizational Relationships of Defense Laboratories

I think that we must first establish the relationship between DDR&E and

the in-house laboratories before we can discuss functions of the Office of

Laboratory Management in a meaningful way. Almost without exception, the in-

house laboratories are organizationally integrated into the Service structurcL,

some at high levels, such as the Naval Research Laboratory, others at relatively

low levels like the Army's Night Vision Laboratory at Fort Monmouth. None of

these laboratories have a direct line relationship with DDR&E. Their financial

support is derived from the programs approved by DDRE but the operation of

these laboratories is under the control of the Military Departments. Each of

the Military Departments has a Director of Laboratories, or equivalent, who
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is directly responsible for the quality and productivity of his Service's

laboratories. Each Director of Laboratories has ready access to his Assistant

Secretary (R&D) who sets the over-all RDT&E and laboratory policy for his

Service.

Because of the importance of Service laboratories in carrying out the

Defnc RT&E mission and related activities, DDR&E plays a vital role in

establishing the policies and objectives for these organizations. These are

placed into effect by the Assistant Secretaries (R&D) and the Directors of

Laboratories. They also utilize the laboratories as a source of expertise

and advice in the decision making process.

DDR&E is directly involved in many activities affecting the RDT&E of

two or more Services, however. Also, his duties include the "directing,

controlling, assigning, and reassigning research and engineering activities

that the Secretary considers needs centralized management". The area of

laboratory management has been designated by the Secretary as requiring

DDR&E's attention and concern.

Functions

The Office of Laboratory Management is the organizational arm of

DDR&E with respect to in-house laboratories. Our primary purpose is to

assist DDR&E in the planning and the execution of a positive program which

assures that the Defense Laboratories of the future play key roles in shap-

ing, carrying out, and administering the comTlex FRT&E programs upon which

our Defense posture depends so heavily. An important aspect of this is to

see that laboratories are intimately involved in the mainstream of urgent

Defense needs, providing the solutions to vital problems and offering
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technical judgmentb highly relevant to the needs of top level planners and

decision-makers.

While these words may at first soundimuch too general to have much

meaning, they truly represent the goals and the "Job description" for the

office. It interacts on a continual basis with the Service Directors of

Laboratories and with the Offices of the Assistant Secretaries (R&D). It

is considered the "Washington Representative" of the in-house laboratories

and it tries to represent their positions and points of view at the corporate

level. It is a "champion" for laboratories within the DoD.

The scope of activity varies from minutia to major problems directly

affecting the productivity of technical organizations. During the earlier

phase of its development it concentrated on the development of a quantitative

data base for laboratories which would give DDR&E insight into current and

planned operations of these organizations and to provide a sounder basis fo;-

action. Working with our Army counterparts, it assisted in the development

and approval of an Army 10-year plan for its laboratories. Its. activitie.

in refining the "weapon center concept" helped the Navy develop and place

into operation an organizational plan, which we expect will pay many im-

portant dividends in the future of the Navy. Its close working relatlon-

ships with the Air Force has resulted in a number of innovations which have

strengthened the Air Force's in-house capability. Much of its effort io

motivational and indirect. An important role is acting as the "con2'cicce"

of the R&D community of the DoD, the pre-testers of new ideas and innovat-

tions about laboratories.
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It is the focal point for special studies aimed at improving the

productivity, environment and utilization of laboratories. As a result of

its recommendations, a number of laboratories has been phased out, con-

solidated or rejuvenated. It has been the interface with the Civil Service

Commission in attempting to set the required personnel climate for technical

organizations. It has played an important part in helping to define the role

of laboratories in transition of laboratory-developed systems and equipment

from development to production. These are but a few examples of the kinds

of activities in which it is involved.

We should not leave the impression that the Office of Laboratory

Management is the sole source of improvements in our in-house laboratory

system, as this is far from the truth. It takes many people and organiza-

tions to achiev the goals established for improving the DoD laboratories.

its principal job is to provide the required degree of leadership and "coach-

ing" which will assure that we are going in the right direction and at the

proper pace.

Progress in the solution of laboratory problems has been gratifying

during the past two years. Solutions to problems once thought to be un-

attainable are on the horizon, or well in hand. We seem to have gained a

great deal of momentum particularly in the past six months which will have

tremendous impact upon our Defense capabilities in the years ahead. It is

the job of the Office of Laboratory Management to see that our progress

continues.
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